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Disclaimer

“The use of trade, firm, or corporation names in this presentation, publication (or page) is 
for the information and convenience of the reader. Such use does not constitute an official 
endorsement or approval by the United States Department of Agriculture or the Natural 
Resources Conservation Service of any product or service to the exclusion of others that 
may be suitable.”

- NRCS does not restrict the use of conservation practices by 
product/brand/manufacturer/supplier.

- As long as a product meets practice standards and specifications it can be utilized by a 
cooperator.

- Some products (new/non-typical) may require additional approvals for use.

Repetition

- Good for learning, hear three times



Definitions/Terms

gpm = gallon per minute (1600 gpm for 40 acres, typical surface irrigation)

cfs = cubic feet per second (4 cfs for 40 acres, typical surface irrigaition)
1 cfs = 450 gpm

Acre (ac) = 43560 sqft
1 ac-in = 27000 gallons (1 cfs for 1 hour = 1 ac-in)
1 ac-ft = 12 ac-in = 324,000 gallons

Head = equivalent height of water from elevation change, friction losses in 
pipeline, water table decline, etc.

Water horsepower = (head x gpm)/3960
example         WHP = (100 ft x 1600 gpm)/3960

= 40 WHP

Energy Hp = WHP/(pump efficiency*motor efficiency)
= 40 WHP/(0.75 * 0.65)
= 83 HP in energy/fuel



Rules of Thumb
Irrigation needs:

- 0.25 in/day (cotton, early beans)
- 0.30 in/day corn

Water capacity: 
furrow= 10 gpm/ac based on 0.25 in/day
sprinkler = 5 gpm/ac  “   “
drip = 2 gpm/ac  “      “
flood/border = 15 gpm/ac  “    “

Pipeline sizes:
1200 gpm = 10” (1 ft/100 ft head loss)
1800 gpm = 12” (0.7 ft/100 ft head loss)
2800 gpm = 15” (0.4 ft/100 ft head loss)
4100 gpm = 18” (0.4 ft/100 ft head loss)

Well sizing = 0.30 in/day* 4 days * 160 acres
= 192 ac-in in 4 days

192 ac-in * 27000 gallons/ac-in = 5184000 gal
4 days* 22 hrs/days*60 min/hr = 5280 min

Well size = 5184000 gal/5280 min = 982 gpm/eff
= 982 gpm/0.60 furrow eff = 1630 gpm
= 982 gpm/0.85 sprinkler eff = 1155 gpm

Hydrant



Irrigation (its not rocket science)
- must add to net profit per acre (in SE tends to be insurance against failure)

- in Southeast, must pay for itself in 2 years in 5

- soil health will ultimately determine effectiveness and efficiency of irrigation

- irrigating in SE is harder than most irrigation regions because of our rainfall

- what has been developed out west and in mid-west won’t necessarily work in SE

- only save water if pumping time is reduced

Irrigation Water Management
- when does the crop need water (scheduling, soil moisture sensors)

- how much water does it need   (soil water holding capacity, plant stage)

- how can I apply the water (type, capacity)

(If water is cheap and plentiful, irrigation can be inefficient, 
no major impact on bottom line, so tend to overuse)



Sites for Irrigation Information

https://sites.google.com/site/msdeltairrigation/

http://irrigationtoolbox.com/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DmTNFIEc2VA
(How water moves through soil, original, best, many versions on web)
If you do one thing after this training, watch this video!!!

Topics to learn 
1.Soil-Water-Plant Relationship
2.Irrigation System Planning
3.Irrigation System Design
4.Water Measurement
5.Irrigation Scheduling
6.Soil Moisture Measurement
7.Irrigation Water Management
8.Irrigation System Evaluation

Don’t believe everything you see!!

https://sites.google.com/site/msdeltairrigation/
http://irrigationtoolbox.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DmTNFIEc2VA


George Santayana:  philosopher, essayist, poet and novelist

e.g. learn the history of what you are involved with

“Those who cannot remember the past 
are condemned to repeat it.”



6000 BC   Irrigation began- retaining river floods
3500 BC   Nilometer , Water Level Measurement/staff gage

2000 BC   Cement pipe

1792-1750 BC  Water Regulations

1700 BC   Irrigation Shaduf – first water lifting

1200 BC the earliest known Native American irrigation system in the Southwest U.S.

700 BC   Noria  (Egyptian Water Wheel)

550 BC Qanat – first GW well

500 BC Sakia: Persian Water Wheel - The first 
use of what is now called a pump. Ox-powered

250 BC Archimedes Screw

500  AD Windmills



312 BC – first Roman aqueduct. But forms of 
aqueducts were used earlier (900 BC).

This laid the groundwork for major water 
delivery systems. (e.g. CA, Midwest)

Early irrigation used open water ditches 
with siphon tubes to deliver water to the 
field. Surge/cutback systems were first 
done by starting with multiple siphons 
(first cycle), then removing siphons (2nd, 
3rd cycle), till one siphon remained 
(soaking flow).

There is actually very little new in irrigation.
Just new technology applied!



Inverted siphon inlet

Inverted siphon outlet

Siphon 
passes 
under 
South 
Platte River 
Valley and 
I-80.

Paxton, NE

Original 
system 
dates from 
1897.



1986-1992 NRCS 
Irrigation Water Management Team
- Annual reports
- Center Pivot Evaluations (51)
- Pumping Plant Evaluations 
- Furrow Evaluations
- Rice Evaluations
- Irrigation Scheduling
- Infiltration studies
- 6/3 Method for Aquaculture
- Permanent pads for rice
- Flowmeters
- Side/multiple inlets

(Rainfall harvesting in rice)
- Winter flooding for wildlife and 

sediment control
- Visited TX, AR, NE to learn from 
their experience

1986 – NRCS (then SCS) got first 
desktop computers. DOS

No Windows, WORD, POWERPOINT, 
EXCEL.



Basics have not changed.

What has changed is the HOW:
- polypipe vs rigid gated pipe
- electronic vs manual
- automated vs manual
- telemetry (remote monitoring 

and control)

NEXT STEP: AI
- Artificial Intelligence system will 
receive data, make decisions, and 
operate system.

- Management is weakness in 
chain to achieve full conservation 
benefits

History: 
GOSSYM-COMAX
growth simulation model/expert 
management system
for cotton production



Four basic irrigation methods:

Surface (furrow, flood, border)

Sprinkle (Center Pivot, side-roll)

Micro (drip, trickle)

Subirrigation
(water table management)



Irrigation
Soil-Water-Plant 

Relationship
Plant 

- water use (transpiration): cooling, nutrient transfer, cell processes
- Can extract water from soil down to  -15 bars (wilting point)

1 bar = 14.7 psi
- rooting depth based upon growth stage, soil capability

Soil
- holds water for plant, amount depends upon soil type/condition
- rooting depth important, more depth, more water/nutrients available
- often restricted by plow pans, natural soil restrictive layers, compaction,

low organic matter
- should irrigate before soil moisture reached 50% of water holding capacity

(keeps a reserve for crop if something happens, also typically deficit irrigate, 
empty soil profile at end of growing season)

Water
- rainfall or irrigation, delivery system
- must be able to move into soil (infiltration vs application rate) or will runoff
- needs to be distributed evenly over field
- water chemistry is important:

dissolved solids, salts, pH, minerals, temperature

Irrigation and IWM must involve all components of the Soil-Water-Plant relationship



Web Soil Survey



Focus on major textural 
classification, not individual soil 
series.



What most farmers know about Irrigation

- I have a pump, water comes out

- I have a delivery system, it goes into the field (and out)

- I put water on my crop if it doesn’t rain (or if my neighbor irrigates)

What most farmers DON’T know about Irrigation

- how much water my pump puts out (no flowmeter, no pump curve)
- in MS only 10% of 22,000 wells have meters (and not all those 

are correct)
- what are my static and dynamic/pumping water depths
- how much energy do I use to pump and ac-in of water

- what is the water holding capacity of the soils in my field, 
what is the 50 % mark
- what is the infiltration rate of my soil
- how long do I need to irrigate to reach my target

- when and how much should I irrigate - Irrigation Scheduling
- how successful was my irrigation and when will I need to irrigate again

10% early adopters, 60% skeptics, 20% late arrivals, 10%  bankrupt

Above: 
atmometer for 
measuring ET. 
Mimics crop.



Components of an irrigation System

- Water source: groundwater, surface water

- Pumping system:
- flowmeter
- gw: well, pump, power unit
- sw: pump support, pump,

power unit

- Water Conveyance:
- open channel
- pipeline

- Delivery System
- furrow: polypipe, rigid gated pipe, flume/siphons
- flood: direct discharge (flow-through), polypipe (multiple/side inlet)
- sprinkler: center pivot, linear move, side-roll
- drip/trickle: drip line or tape



Well and Components
- drilled hole
- casing
- bentonite seals (isolate different aquifers/layers)
- well screen
- gravel pack

Water level 
- static (non pumping)
- dynamic (pumping) seldom measured
(1 ft of drop per 100 gpm is desired)
- well causes “cone of depression” and 

irrigation season progresses
Issues: 

- poor design/construction/maintenance
- aquifer/screen clogging: iron bacteria is a 

big issue
- standard muratic acid treatment does not 

address iron bacteria
- dissolved iron is what makes pivots look 

rusted

Red arrow points to 
“stovepipe”, an extension 
that allows pump stages to be 
higher in system, allowing for 
less pump column ($$), but 
placing intake in screened 
area. Does not create suction 
lift.



Pumps, Types and Components (terminology varies)
- centrifugal

- closed impeller (deep well turbine, groundwater) - high head, high flow
- semi-closed impeller (surface water) - medium head, highest flow
- open impeller (surface water)
- centrifugal pumps typically use “suction” lift – pump intake above water

can only be about 20 ft above water surface, priming requirement
- axial

- propeller (drainage) - high gpm, low lift (head)
Pumps -

- diameter (flow)
- stages (increase in stages increases head produced, no flow change)
- pump column (water flow to surface discharge)



Centrifugal - Camelback

Turbine- 5 stages

Centrifugal – suction lift Centrifugal - floating



Camel back with dedicated power unit.

Ideal for surface water utilization. High volume, low lift.

Tractors are seldom efficient matches to pump requirements

http://www.houseindustriesinc.com/images/CD16H_01.jpg


Pump Curves and Rules

- more head (water table 
decline, friction loss), less gpm

- few wells allow water table 
measurement, no access port 
or airline

Blue: 80 ft head, 1550 gpm

Red: 100 ft head, 1375 gpm

Each pump curve is individual

# stages (bowls) increase 
head, not flow

Head increases - increase # 
stages to offset



Pumping Plant Evaluations

- little value unless pumping from >250 ft or fuel >$5.00 gallon
- cost versus benefit too low, so in MS Alluvial Aquifer, little benefit
- farmers should have pump curve for each well (and flowmeter)

- more head (water table decline, friction loss), less gpm
- few wells allow water table measurement, no access port or airline,

can’t evaluate



Furrow Irrigation and Components

Water Source: surface, groundwater
- screening

Pump - flowmeter
Underground line  and riser with hydrant/direct connection
Distribution line - polypipe

Furrow flow rate
Irrigation set time
Tailwater requirement (to water bottom of field sufficiently)

Increasing Efficiency
- Crop rotation/cover crops/residue management/reduced tillage

(increase and maintain organic matter, increase infiltration rate and water 
holding capacity, increase rooting depth, greater rainfall capture)

- Timer/remote operation of well
- Polypipe hole sizing (increases distribution uniformity, decreases tailwater time)
- Soil Moisture, irrigate based upon soil moisture and crop growth stage
- surge irrigation/automated risers - reduce tailwater requirement



Hole puncher, plugs, and gates 
for poly-pipe.

Some have 2 sizes, some 4, on 
punchers

left:

Punch holes based 
upon PipePlanner
hole-sizing.

Increases 
distribution 
uniformity, furrow 
gets correct gpm. 
Pipe should be 
round, not oval.



Surge Valves/Automated Risers

- cutback schemes have been used for ages. Technology makes easier.

- pulse water  to separate parts of field to increase infiltration and decrease 
tailwater

- needed on our high silt content alluvial soils 
(low infiltration and water holding capacities)

- requires a good bit of record keeping and management to get benefits

- the better the soil health, the more beneficial and easier surge valves are



Surge: pulse 2 to field 1 finished, 
pulse 2 to field 2 beginning.

Constant: water is advancing across 
entire field. Top of field has now had 
double the irrigation time as the surge 
fields.

Surge: pulse 1 to field 1 finished, 
pulse 1 to field 2 beginning.

Constant: water is advancing 
across entire field/



Surge: pulse 3 to field 1, pulse 2 to 
field 2 infiltrating.

Constant: water is advancing across 
entire field. Top of field has now had 
triple the irrigation time as the surge 
fields.

Surge: pulse 3 to field 1 completed, 
pulse 3 to field 2 on-going.

Constant: water is advancing across 
entire field. Top of field has now had 
triple the irrigation time as the surge 
fields.



Surge: pulse 5 to field 1 
completed, pulse 5 to field 2 
on-going.

Pulse 6 may be split to field 1 
and 2 simultaneously for a 
final infiltration period with 
minimal tailwater.

Constant: water has advanced 
across entire field and has 
been in tailwater runoff to 
irrigate the bottom of the 
field. Top of field has now had 
5 times the irrigation time as 
the surge fields.

Surge has uniform infiltration across field

Constant watering is uneven and has to 
have significant tailwater loss to irrigate 
bottom of field.



Center Pivot Irrigation and Components

Water Source: surface, groundwater
- screening

Pump - flowmeter
Distribution - pivot, nozzles

Design depth (typically 1”)
Speed : typically 4 days for a full rotation
Runoff: should be none
End-gun: to irrigate corners or increase irrigated areas

Increasing Efficiency
- Crop rotation/cover crops/residue management/reduced tillage

(increase and maintain organic matter, increase infiltration rate and
water holding capacity, increase rooting depth, greater rainfall capture)

- re-nozzle, drops (better distribution, lower energy, lower application rate)
- drops alternate sides and are attached to outer truss

- Soil Moisture, irrigate based upon soil moisture and crop growth stage
- furrow diking (prevents water movement if application rate too high)



- measure application depth (in)  
annually (raingage)

- measure application rate (in/hr)
(raingage, stopwatch)

- Most system should apply 1” to 1.2” 
in a 4 day rotation

- This system put out < 0.80”
system constantly falling 
behind crop needs



Flood Irrigation and Components
Water Source: surface, groundwater

- screening
Pump - flowmeter
Underground line  and riser with hydrant/direct connection
Distribution line - polypipe for multiple, side inlet

Flush time, Flood up time, Replenishment time (meter out water)

Increasing Efficiency
- Crop rotation/cover crops/residue management/reduced tillage

(increase and maintain organic matter, increase infiltration rate and 
water holding capacity, increase rooting depth, greater rainfall capture)

- Timer/remote operation of well
- multiple/side-inlet (maximize rainfall capture, leave freeboard in rice cuts)
- Polypipe hole sizing (increases distribution uniformity of side-inlet system)
- Water Level Monitoring, irrigate to maximize rainfall capture
- EARLY DRYDOWN - plan water loss to dry field at crop end (no drainage)
- AWD (alternating wetting and drying)  lower water table

- a greenhouse gas reduction methodology,
not a water conservation methodology



Multiple/side inlets to harvest rainfall. 
Irrigation into each cut directly, not flow 
through, allowing freeboard.



Aquaculture Irrigation and Components
Water Source: groundwater

Pump - flowmeter
Underground line  - direct discharge

Replenishment Rate - meter out

Increasing Efficiency
- 6/3 method (rainfall harvesting)
- Timer/remote operation of well
- Water level for 6/3 method
- Split-pond design: lower energy 

requirements, increase 
production/ac



Irrigation Water Management and Components

- Flowmeters

- Soil/water level sensors

- Irrigation Scheduling routines

- raingages/Weather stations

- Surge/automated risers

- IWM records by field

- Water level monitoring

- pumping plant evaluations (have to be practical, economical - high water costs)

- Telemetry: remote monitoring/control/record keeping of system



Flowmeters

To read correctly flowmeters need:
- Upstream and downstream straight distances to stabilize flow
- 1 diameter rise downstream to insure pipe flow

In field, check to see if air vent is closed, see condensation line on stand.

Air Vent

- measure flowrate, total applied: use to meter out water
- check long term pump/well performance (water table decline, pump degradation)
- ensure that flowmeter pipe section is full (don’t assume), thus 1D rise in fixed pipes



Typical IWM Practices (Top of Field)

- Flow measurement (Flowmeter)
- 587 Flowmeter (fixed or portable)

- Polypipe hole sizing (Phaucet, PipePlanner)
- 449 - Intermediate Irrigation Water Management - Water Management 

Device (soil moisture sensor, atmometer)
- 449 – Irrigation Water Management Device 
- Irrigation Scheduling Program (MIST, etc.)
- 449 – Advanced irrigation Water Management 

(either Intermediate or Advanced, not both in same contract)
- Timer

533 – Basic Pump Automation 
- Surge valve

443 – Irrigation System, Surface and Subsurface 



Bottom of Field Conservation:
Alternative Water: On-Farm Storage/Tailwater Recovery

- On-Farm Storage:
- goal: capture 50% of annual storm runoff and 

100% of irrigation return flows
- over 10 year period reduce groundwater demand by 

80% on planned acreage
- Benefits:

- Nutrient reduction
- reduce groundwater demands

- Tailwater Recovery:
- goal: capture 100% of irrigation return flows
from designated fields
- Benefits:

- Nutrient reduction
- reduce groundwater demands -25%

(I use SPAW to evaluate designs)



TWR: 12 ac-f t of storage per 40 acres (= 3.6 inches of irrigation water for a 40) 



On-farm Storage reservoir: 1 acre for each 16 acres to be irrigated (10 acres per 160 acres
- will replace over 80% of groundwater use, at a much lower pumping cost
- over 25 years will pay for itself w/o F/A, including loss production on 10 acres



Surface water utilization: reduce groundwater use, reduced pumping costs
- surface water availability is very variable
- construct weirs to increase water availabilty



Soil Health

- Managing for Soil Health is one of the easiest and most effective ways for farmers to 
increase crop productivity and profitability while improving the environment.

- Soil Health is critical to Irrigation Water Management and esp. Dryland Farming:
- rooting depth (access to water, nutrients)
- soil water holding capacity (soil structure, organic matter)
- infiltration capacity (soil structure, organic matter, absence of 

restrictive/compacted layer)

- Four basic principles is the key to improving the Health of your Soil.

1. Keep the soil covered as much as possible
(residue management/cover crops/stale seedbed/winter “weeds”) 

2. Disturb the soil as little as possible 
(limit disking/cultivation/control traffic patterns)

3. Keep plants growing throughout the year to feed the soil
(cover crops/winter “weeds”)

4. Diversify as much as possible using crop rotation and cover crops
(keep a crop rotation going, helps with resistant weeds too)



Soil Moisture Sensors

- tension/volumetric/dielectric (everything requires some calibration)
- 3 sensors, depths and locations
- trigger point (MSSTATE says 75 cb with tension type)
- sharp spikes at rainfall/irrigation events at depths >6” indicates preferential flow (leak)
- the better the soil health, the more beneficial and easier soil moisture sensors are



In Figure 6, at left, field capacity is at 
approximately 25% volumetric water content, 
and wilting point is at approximately 12% 
volumetric water content. Therefore our 50% 
plant available water (PAW) would be at 
approximately 18% volumetric water content. 
Note, this is based on the soil water 
characteristic curve, not the beginning and 
ending numbers, there is not a straight line 
relationship.

PAW varies with growing season, 
rooting depth.



Concrete pads, gravel ramps for camelbacks, floating, etc. 430 will be installed at this 
point(s).



1979 - $6.6M for 750 cfs

History of Delta Importation Plans



FY17: Costs/impacts of various conservation measures.



Aquifer Decline 
in Alluvial Aquifer 

of  the LMRV

- must balance 
water 
withdrawals with 
recharge

- conservation
- importation

- AR has worst 
declines in Grand 
Prairie, Cache 
River areas

SW Louisiana has 
some saltwater 
intrusion



Alluvial Aquifer is recharged to west by MS River, to east by Bluff Hills, limited areal 
recharge, limited recharge by internal rivers/streams. 

So cone of depression for aquifer develops at the midpoint (e.g. Quiver River area)

Aquifer cone of 
depression

Aquifer cone of depression is no different than an 
individual well cone of depression. Gradient must be 
created to create sufficient head for flow. 
Key is to have a cone of depression that reaches steady 
state, for individual well and for aquifer.



QUESTIONS
Paul B. Rodrigue

662-307-4150
paul.rodrigue@ms.usda.gov

Natural Resources Conservation Service

http://www.usda.gov/
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